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SUMMARY

game
The Atlas presents seven computer games that are divided according to  
their type, number of players and popularity for the year 2019. Each 
game has its own section with a brief description of the game itself 
and the spaces that host different stages of the game tournament:  
Minor League, Major League and Premier League.
It is organised in such a way that left side page provides useful 
information, text and visual description of the game with the help 
of the map, game interface and game modes. The specifications of the 
game presented in the text allow to look for parallels between the 
game and the space organisation of the venues illustrated on the right 
side page. Three scales are present for a better grasp of an event 
gradation: large scale shows the relation between a viewer area and 
the game floor, middle scale demonstrates the organisation of the game 
stage and small scale depicts players gaming equipment and in-game 
limitations. 
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1Throughout history games in general served the purpose to boost the 
competitive nature of human ego. The video games with the immediate 
possibility of visualising one’s success through high score boards  
are no different. Their evolution from a pass time teenage attraction 
to the eSports becoming a recognised part of the sports community, 
with tournaments commanding seven digit prize pools and gathering 
sport arenas of dedicated viewers took less than 20 years and has 
still not reached its full growth potential today.

The desire to compete in the video games came long before the onset 
of the internet era. It all started in a historically distant year of 
1972, in a small dorm at Stanford University.  One computer screen, 
a supply of beer, a yearly subscription to Rolling Stone magazine 
as a prize and two dozen students cheering away for two gamers 
chopping furiously one on one. This was the «First Intergalactic 
Tournament» on Spacewar. That October night, without knowing it, 
a group of computer nerds  started something brand new. Less than 
50 years has passed and today eSports is a widely acknowledged 
discipline gathering in its worldwide competitions the comparable 
number of vigorous  supporters as The Rolling Stones in 1972. It was 
quiet on the eSports scene for almost a decade, until in 1980 the 
game enterprise “Atari” held its first Space Invaders Championship, 
attended by over 10,000 viewers from all over the United States.

The 1990’s saw the emergence of the Internet which paved the way for 
a completely new face of computer games. The players from around the 
world were now able to compete against each other in online matches. 
The eSports were truly born. The pinnacle of it was the Quake «Red 
annihilation» tournament in 1997, with a Ferrari for a winner’s 
prize. A few weeks after the tournament the news broke out: Angel 
Muñez announced the creation of the first professional Cyber Sports 
League, CPL, thus becoming a pioneer of the eSports. Over the next 
decade the CPL held a variety of events with a total prize pool of 
around three million dollars.

The next milestone for eSports is year 1998 and the release of 
StarCraft. A whole new page has opened for the eSports competitions, 
South Korea being at the centre of the development. The StarCraft 
became very popular because it offered its own unique style and a 
special set of skills needed in order to succeed. Generally the 
first person shooter games require from the player very quick hand 
reflexes. On top of that, StarCraft, with different minions and 
troops, specific to each game race demanded  extraordinary strategic 
skills and logical thinking. The popularity of eSports kept on 
growing ever since. 

The 2000s have witnessed a massive spread of home Internet. Now 
everyone who had access to a computer was able to compete. Hence 
to step up all the eSports needed was a regular championship with 
sufficient prize pools in various disciplines. Enter the cult 
championship - World Cyber Games Challenge or WCG. The first 
tournament of WCG was meant to demonstrate the high attraction 
potential of the format to both players and investors. Traditional 
Television also stepped in, for instance in South Korea the state 
television channels began broadcasting StarCraft matches. Television 
ratings grew, attracting much needed new sponsors and thus raising 
the income of cyber sportsmen and the stakes of the game. The eSports 

BRIEF HISTORY OF ESPORTS

1972
SPACE WAR

1st esports event takes place at Stanford
Prize: 1 year subscription to RS

1980
SPACE INVADERS
1st Video Game Competition takes place in NYC
Over 10,000 participants with widespread and TV coverage

1997
QUAKE / RED ANNIHILATION TOURNAMENT 

Widely regarder as 1st esports competition
2,000 participants

Prize : Game Creators Ferrari 
1997
Formation of (CPL)
1st Cyberathlete Professional League tournament
Prize : 15,000 $
Pioneer in professional video game tournaments

1998
STARCRAFT:BLOOD WAR 

1st Real Time Strategy (RTS) Game

2000
WORLD CYBER GAMES 
First International esports competition
174 competitors / 17 countries / 20,000 $ prize purse

2018
OVERVIEW
3,500 tournaments 

150,000,000 $ in prize money
380,000,000 views

2019
EPIC
100,000,000 $ prize pool for Fortnite 2018/19 seasons
eSports projected for 40 billions year-on-year market revenue growth

went commercial and could now monetise its success with top players 
being subscribed by the sponsors for the hot advertising deals. There 
remained one part missing in this “circle”, namely the companies that 
could take on the task of organising high-level gaming events. The 
tournaments with more or less decent prizers for the partakers began 
taking place regularly and often not only in South Korea, but also 
in Europe and the United States.

The decade starting from 2010 has seen the biggest growth of eSports. 
In 2011 the launch of the Twitch.tv opened the tournaments to a 
vastly larger amount of viewers. Before that, a dedicated enough 
supporter could watch an event through in-game broadcasting tools. 
Twitch.tv allowed viewers to access a website and watch the games 
on League of Legends and CS:GO, raising the number of viewers to an 
unprecedented level.

The year 2016 was marked by the release of Overwatch and the 
announcement of the Overwatch League. It became the largest 
franchise league in eSports, new sponsors and new team owners started 
flowing in, investing huge amounts of money. Since then, one of 
the highlights in the world of eSports was the appearance of the 
Battle Royale genre with Fortnite as its main representative. Due 
to its Free to Play model, Fortnite became an instant hit among the 
mainstream gaming community and, within a short period of time, Epic 
Games, the developer of Fortnite offered a $100,000,000 prize pool 
on a tournament calendar.

Certainly star players are crucial to the success of the cyber sports 
industry, but it is the viewer who is of the utmost importance. 
In the recent development the viewer community has been actively 
involved in the formation of the tournaments’ prize funds and 
played an increasing role  in the choice of disciplines present, 
thus shifting the role of the viewers from silent observers to a 
determining force within the cyber sports movement. The popularity 
of online streaming on stream platforms such as twitch.tv is on 
the increase from year to year, as the tournament organizers  are 
interested in the good coverage as a way of attracting more and more 
viewers. In this aspect, computer games have also become closer to 
traditional sports. 

Within the last 50 years the computer games have developed greatly, 
rising into a proper discipline and being considered by the 
International Olympic Committee, which stated that “competitive 
eSports could be considered as a sporting activity, and the players 
involved prepare and train with an intensity which may be comparable 
to athletes in traditional sports”2. Presently the leading eSports 
tournaments are held in the same stadiums as the largest sports 
events, including Olympic venues and stadiums built for the World 
Cup. The specific facilities dedicated to host eSports competitions 
are starting to appear all over the world, trying to adapt to the 
needs of the cyber sport events. It seems that it is time for 
architects to step up to  the task of designing those facilities. 
This shall be the purpose of this atlas. What venues are used for 
eSport events today,  which role does the player/viewer relationship 
play, whether it is important for the tournament space organisation  
and how they can the present facilities be improved for optimal use?

1 - A brief history of Esport, pinnacle.com
2 - eSport : everything to play for, wipo.int

esports timeline
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Despite the fact that the first computer games appeared in the 1950s, the game genres came into 
being only about 20 years ago. At the beginning each computer game was unique and inimitable. 
Over time, however, the number of games grew and in order to ease  navigation process they had 
to be categorised into different genres. The division criteria were very different: games were 
separated according to the number of players, the player perspective or the storyline. Very 
quickly the method of selecting a game category became a popular subject.

The game typology formed itself intuitively and without any pre-planned structure for a long 
time. Game developers created new game mechanics largely through trial and error. Successful 
findings became examples and were copied and modified within the industry helping to shape 
particular game types. Many games fitted into more than one type, hence the subgenres emerged. 
Unlike movie and book genre classification, which is focused on the nature of the narrative, 
game typology today primarily bases itself on the in-game actions of the player.  Albeit 
confusing in theory, this way of classification proved very useful in practice. A simple game 
type announcement allows developers to target an interested  segment of the audience without 
giving a full description of the game. 

Currently  popular game types are changing almost every year. Below is a brief description 
of some of the most popular types and subgenres according to Vince in «iD Tech Blog & news» 3

1.Action Games
Action games are just that—games where the player is in control of and at the center of the 
action, which is mainly comprised of physical challenges players must overcome. Most early 
video games like Donkey Kong and Galaga fall into the action category.Because action games 
are usually easy to get into and start playing, they still, by most accounts, make up the 
most popular video games. 
  
Shooter
Shooters let players use weapons to engage in the action, with the goal usually being to take 
out enemies or opposing players.Shooters are categorized by the player perspective:
First-person shooters (FPS) are played from the main character’s viewpoint; Call of Duty, 
Half-Life, and Halo are good examples.With third-person shooters like Fortnite and Splatoon, 
the action takes place from a viewpoint where the player can see the main character, usually 
from slightly above and behind. 

Fighting
Fighting games like Mortal Kombat and Street Fighter II focus the action on combat, and in 
most cases, hand-to-hand combat. Most fighting games feature a stable of playable characters, 

each one specializing in their own unique abilities or fighting style. In most traditional 
fighting games, players fight their way to the top, taking on more and more difficult 
opponents as they progress.

Survival
A subgenre of action games, survival action games have really come into their own over the 
past few years. The survival horror game Resident Evil was one of the earliest (though a 
linear game), while more modern survival games like Fortnite take place in open-world game 
environments and give players access to resources to craft tools, weapons, and shelter to 
survive as long as possible. 

2.Role-Playing Games
role-playing games, or RPGs, mostly feature medieval or fantasy settings. This is due mainly 
to the origin of the genre, which can be traced back to Dungeons & Dragons and other pen and 
paper role-playing games. Still, hardcore RPGers don’t discount sci-fi fantasy-themed RPGs 
like Mass Effect, Fallout, and Final Fantasy, which have helped put unique spins on the genre. 
Finally, gamers are often given choices in this genre that influence the final outcome of the 
game, which means many RPGs have alternate endings. 

 M
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STARCRAFT II FIFAHEARTHSTONE

GAME TYPOLOGIE

3 - The Many Different Types of Video Games & Their Subgenres, idtech.com
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MMORPG
Massive multiplayer online role-playing games evolved as graphical variations of text-based 
multi-user dungeons, which were developed in the late 1970s. MMORPGs involve hundreds of 
players actively interacting with each other in the same world, and typically, all players 
share the same or a similar objective. 

Sandbox RPG
Sandbox, or open-world, role-playing games allow players to freely roam their game environments 
in search of adventure. These are some of the most immersive and engaging video game 
experiences available, because the massive amount of game characters and situations required 
to populate side quests and supporting storylines enable game developers to create almost 
lifelike virtual worlds. 

3. Strategy Games
With gameplay is based on traditional strategy board games, strategy games give players a 
godlike access to the world and its resources. These games require players to use carefully 
developed strategy and tactics to overcome challenges. More recently, these type of games have 
moved from turn-based systems to real-time gameplay in response to player feedback.

Real-time strategy (RTS)
Real-time strategy games require the player to collect and maintain resources, like bases, 
while advancing and developing both resources and combat units. Starcraft is the most popular 
RTS, while The Age of Empires series and Command and Conquer are also well-known game 
franchises in this category. 

Multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA)
This category combines action games, role-playing games, and real-time strategy games. In 
this subgenre of strategy games, players usually don’t build resources such as bases or combat 
units. Instead, players control a single character in one of two teams, working together 
to try and destroy the other team’s base (they are often aided in the task by the help of 
computer-controlled units that attack on a set path). 

4. Sports Games
Sports games simulate sports like golf, football, basketball, baseball, and soccer. They can 
also include Olympic sports like skiing, and even pub sports like darts and pool. Opposing 
players in these games are often computer-controlled but can also take the form of live 
opponents.

Team sports
One of the earliest types of video games genres, team sports games simulate playing a sport. 
Some games, like Arch Rivals and NBA Jam, satirize the genre, while others like Madden NFL and 
FIFA look to recreate the realism and capture the feeling of playing a live sport.

9. Idle Games
As technology continues to push the confines of what’s possible in video gaming—and as players 
and developers push the confines of game genres—new genres are created all the time.

Board game/card game
Traditional games like chess, checkers, and backgammon are still popular the world over, and 
as the world becomes increasingly digital, so do those traditional games. Card games like 
Magic: The Gathering and the Pokémon Card Game are at home here too.

FORTNITE COUNTER-STRIKE OVERWATCH LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
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There is no universally agreed class division within the various 
game communities, the specific events and qualification processes 
are named differently. Nonetheless it is safe to say that all cyber 
game contests can be divided into 3 main classes: Minor League, Major 
League and Premier League. Each of those events require a different 
type of location and equipment. 

There are thousands of Minor League tournaments. They take place 
online, allowing in such a way an easy access to the huge number of 
regular computer game players from all over the world. To participate 
in a Minor League match all the contestant needs it to log in to 
the game server from his/her personal spot. These events usually do 
not require any specific equipment and can be played from home or 
an internet cafe. 

Some of the eSport professional teams have their own training quar-
ters and can play from there. These places sometimes host events 
from the Major League as is the case of the RNG arena in Beijing4, 
which serves as a home venue for many national tournaments. Additio-
nally, the two different teams can compete in an online competition, 
played from their homes venues with support of theirs fans. Venues 
constructed exclusively for the eSports are an attractive alterna-
tive to the already existing locations. Another type of location to 
host the Major League contests is a traditional convention center. 
Because of their inherent design as large open spaces convention 
centres were among the first venues used for eSports competitions. 
It also can be used for “play-in” style tournaments with multiple 
matches at the same time.5 

Finally the Premier League events are happening less frequently, but 
gathering much more spectators. These events demand higher invest-
ments from the game developing companies and take place either at the 
large convention centers such as Anaheim for Blizzcon in Burbank6, 
California or existing professional sports arenas as was the case 
with the Fortnite World Cup Finals7 in Arthur Ashe Stadium, New York.

VENUES

WCS GLOBAL FINALS
1  seed for the winner of IEM Katowice

8 seeds for WCS Korea
8 seeds for WCS Circuit

IEM KATOWICE WCS KOREA
gsl season 1
gsl season 2
gsl season 3

AfreecaTV gsl super tournament 1
AfreecaTV gsl super tournament 2

WCS CIRCUIT
wcs winter europe

wcs winter americas
wcs spring

wcs summer
assembly summer

wcs fall

qualifiers
Europe

North America
Latin America

Taiwan/Hong Kong/Macau/Japan
China

Oceania/South East Asia

ladder
Top standings

qualifiers
Code s

qualifiers
Europe

America
Korea 1
Korea 2

Offline qualifiers

starcraft ii
long road to finals

mi
no
r

ma
jo
r

pr
em
ie
r

4 - A Tour of RNG’s Home Venue: LPL Marks an Important Milestone In the Development of Esports, invenglobal.com
5 - The evolution of esports venues, rossetti.com
6 - BlizzCon 2019: Event Info, blizzcon.com
7 - Fortnite World Cup, en.wikipedia.org
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minor major premier

 MAPS SCALE 1:10000

FreecUP Studion
Daechi 2(i)-dong, Gangnam-gu

Seoul, South Korea

Team Liquid training facility
Los Angeles, USA

vs

RNG Home Venue
Beijing, China

San Jose Convention Center
150 w San Carlos St.

San Jose, USA

Arthur Ashe Stadium
124-02 Roosevelt Ave.

New York, USA

Clapham town quarters
London, UK

Anaheim Convention Center
800 w Katella Ave.

Anaheim, USA
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STARCRAFT II : WINGS OF LIBERTY

«disco bloodbath le»

Task messages

Starcraft II is real time strategy game released by Blizzard Entertainment 
in 1998.8 Within the game players have to choose one of the three unique 
races : Terrans, Zerg and Protos to fight each other in different 
planets of the universe. The players spawn on a map with an equal 
number of resources and have to excel at developing their economic and 
military power to be the last contestant standing. There are dozens of 
map locations adaptable to the number of partakers ( 2 to 8 players), 
field (such as distance to the bases and number of highgrounds) and race 
advantages. If the aim of the game stays the same, players have to adapt 
their methods to every kind of map. Additionally Starcraft II demands a 
lot of concentration from the players through the micro control of the 
units. Any given player has to control over 50 units simultaneously, 
each of them with specific abilities. In the end the expert use of these 
defines the winner of the game. For instance some of Korean professional 
players can reach an incredible 300 average  actions per minute (apm) and 
maintain that speed for several minutes9. The graphics, the sound and the 
storyline have added to StarCraft popularity among a variety of players 
up to the present day.

On a professional level, only player vs. player mode is available. For 
this set up, the game floor is configured as a theater stage where 
the players are facing the public and information screens with match 
statistics, live broadcast, replays for viewers and online streams behind 
them. One of the special features of Starcraft II stage is that the 
players are placed behind the isolated glass panels in order to let the 
players to focus better, because they have to be extremely concentrated 
during the game. Today the glass panels are replaced with high quality 
earphones that block all background noise and offer a better relation 
between the player and the viewer. As in other sports, the games are 
analysed by the expert commentators explaining certain strategies and 
moves. The match analysis desk is located near the stage. The games are 
video recorded for the online viewers. A technician is always present in 
case there is a lost internet connection or equipment failure.

In Premier League events the configuration of the game floor remains 
the same, despite the circle floor plan of some venues. Such space 
organisation uses only a part of the venue capacity, as it was while IEM 
Katowice Finals in Spodek Arena where half of the Stadium remained empty.
However the event succeeded at delivering a unique viewer experience 
through the opening game presentation, different objects and decorations, 
like an incredible 40m wide x 12m tall 3d projection mapped stage, 
designed by Blizzard Entertainment for every big event of Starcraft II10.

Game messages

Game Map

Production counter
Unit icon

Unit stats

Unit health & shield bar
RessourcesGame menu

Hotkeys bandings

Time Selected units

Player 1 spawn

Player 2 spawn

Minerals

Gaz
Empty base

game interface

game modes

Average game length: 20 min

Type: real time strategy 

Community: 2 million of players

Cost: free to play

Support: computer

Released date: 2010

Modes: single-player / multiplayer

Developer: Blizzard Entertainment

Competitive
1 vs 1 2 vs 2 3 vs 3

4 vs 4 free for all

map

3050 m

scale 1:20000

267
0 m

Solo 
matches

8 - StarCraft II: Wings of Liberty, en.wikipedia.org
9 - StarCraft 2 and the quest for the highest APM, engadget.com
10 - Blizzcon Starcraft 2 Stage, xitelabs.com

MAP size - Map Size History & Analysis, tl.net/forum/starcraft-2/351063-map-size-history-and-analysis

© ADELA SZNAJDER / BLIZZARD PRESS
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[BORNTOBE][AT]

[CANDY]

[LEGBACK]

[10905]

scale 1:1500

player’s room
scale 1:100

Streaming devices

Game equippement

scale 1:1500 scale 1:1500

global starcraft ii league, 
code s

$26.815,00

chinese team championship 2020
pre-season event

$4.309,00

iem season xiii 
katowice 

$400.000,00

stage
scale 1:500

stage 
scale 1:500

players space
scale 1:100

players space
scale 1:100

FreecUP studio
Seoul, South Korea

Spodek Arena
Katowice,Poland

Screen

Gameboard & players stats

Screen

Player 1 Player 2

CUP stage

CUP

Soundproof glass box

Game analysis International Commentators

Loby

In
tern

et C
afe

M
ain

 sta
ge

Spectators Area

Empty seats

Capacity: 11.500 

Capacity: ~250 

Tech support

View barrier

Tech support

Player 1 Player 2 Player 1 Player 2

View barrier View barrier

Store

Entrance

prize pools - esportsearnings.com/tournaments
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HEARTHSTONE

game table

Hearthstone was also developed by Blizzard Entertainment and released 
in 2014. It is a free-to-play digital collectible card game sharpened 
for online battles11. It is based on a turn-to-turn principle, where 
contestants try to defeat the opponent’s hero using a prepared deck of 
cards. Before the start, each player has to choose between nine heroes, 
each with its own unique powers and a set of special cards, and to build 
a deck. Every card has mana value and each player has a limited number 
of mana crystals. There are two types of cards: minions, to attack the 
opponent  and ability cards with different buffs that increase the 
power of the hero. At the start of the game the contestants sit at the 
table opposite each other with cards at hand. Each round is 75 seconds 
long. Every round a player will receive a card and gain a mana crystal 
(max 10) determinant in the set up of a winning strategy. The game of 
Hearthstone is much more interesting to play than it sounds. All details 
in Hearthstone have a distinct personal touch: the game tables are 
equipped with a tone of small interactive sounds, each spell falls on 
the field with a bright visual special effects, all cards are voiced and 
in some instances animated. In the heat of the game, all these touches 
seemingly lose importance, but continue to operate on a subconscious 
level. Hearthstone is not perceived as a mere card game, as every card 
is not a dry set of parameters, but a living character. Simple game 
mechanics, quick play and huge content background, based on Warcraft Lore 
(a cult game of Blizzard Entertainment) makes this game very popular and 
extremely addictive. 

Hearthstone is a table scaled game. During tournaments a decorated table 
set with two screens and a visual barrier between the players is installed 
on a highly elevated stage to let the viewer see the contestants. The 
game is diffused on a big screen either above the players or behind 
them. Viewer seats are either around the stage like in an arena or a few 
meters to the side like in a theater. Unlike StarCraft II, Hearthstone 
does not require a lot of physical actions from the contestants, but 
rather a comparable to chess deliberate decision making. In an attempt 
to anticipate the opponent’s move, players take all available  time and 
act a few seconds before the round end, putting an intense ambience on 
the stage and in the arena. To add authenticity, the scene is decorated 
as a typical Warcraft tavern12, with game tables placed near the audience 
thus almost becoming  a part of it.

game interface

game modes

Average game length: 5-10 min

Type: digital collectible card game 

Community: 100 million of players

Cost: free to play

Support: computer, mobile

Released date: 2014

Modes: single-player / multiplayer

Developer: Blizzard Entertainment

map

1.2 m

scale 1:10

0.9
 m

Friend List
Players Cards

“End turn” button

Game menu

Mana count

Opponent’s hero

Player’s name

Opponent’s name

Player’s hero

Player’s minions

Opponentn’sHero power

Player 1

Player 2

Competitive
1 vs 1

Solo 
matches

11 - Hearthstone, en.wikipedia.org
12 - Inn, wow.gamepedia.com

© HELENA KRISTIANSSON / BLIZZARD PRESS
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[Sagbard]
[Gaga]

[Fanny]

[kaRS]

[Ragnarak]

[SilverMain]

scale 1:1500

player’s room
scale 1:100

Streaming devices

Game equippement

“green screen”

scale 1:1500 scale 1:1500

grand masters 2019  
 grand final 
$500.000,00

hearthstone nationals 
2019 - germany

$5.000,00

hearthstone world championship 
 grand final 2019 
$1.000.000,00

stage
scale 1:500

stage 
scale 1:500

players space
scale 1:100

players space
scale 1:100

Taipei Heping 
Basketball Gymnasium
Taipei, Taiwan

Blizzcon, 
Convention Center
Anaheim, USA

Screen

Tavern decoration

CUP

Analyse desk

Main Stage

Spectators Area

Empty seats

Capacity: 7.000 Capacity: 2.500 

Game tables

[Bosh]

[B3cF2]

[Panisher]

[blue]

CUP

Screen Players entry

Tech support

Tech support

Player 1
View barrier

Player 2 Player 1
View barrier

Player 2

Demo stage

H
ear

ths
ton

e ta
ver

n s

Corsair store

Or
der

 sta
nd

Game tables

Streaming station

Entrance

Game tables

prize pools - esportsearnings.com/tournaments
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FIFA 19

football field

FIFA Is a football simulator game released annually by Electronic Arts13. 
Developed for computer, console and mobile, the game is not free-to-play 
and can be purchased in a retail store or online. On the casual level 
of play, the fifa doesn’t require any specific explanations, each player 
chose a football team, make some adjustments if needed and get away 
from real life for the next dozen minutes of the match. However, the 
competitive play starts when you join the FUT. FIFA Ultimate Team™ is 
the most popular mode in the game, in which you build your dream squad 
from scratch using collectible player items. With thousands of players 
available in Ultimate Team, there are a seemingly endless number of 
ways in which you can craft your squad to your liking14. Once the player 
created his team and get some experiences from the casual games, every 
player can start playing in Weekend league. The players who achieve a 
certain number of wins become a FUT champion verified and can participate 
in online qualification series earning more points. At the end of the 
year TOP 60 players will be contesting the FIFA World Champion title at 
a live event. 

To help new players to enter the professional scene, there is a dedicated 
platform in London named Gfinity Arena, as they say on their website 
: “ We have a vision to provide gamers the first clearly defined and 
structured top-to-bottom competitive framework in esports. A competition 
for enthusiasts at all levels; from the amateur at home, to the esports 
professional, and critically, for the first time a clear pathway between 
the two via the Gfinity Elite Draft”15. The facility is transformed into, 
fully operational esport events arena, cinema room which allows fans 
to come here and enjoy the gaming competitions. With latest hi-tech 
equipment it offers an exclusive viewer experience of the game for a 
relatively small six hundred seats and millions of streamers through 
broadcasting and linear TV.

The final event of the year, was hosted in The O2 Stadium, in London. The 
capacity for 20’000 seats oversized the event, so the main stage were 
built on one side of the arena, make it look like an iMAX cinema.  Eight 
specific logias for the contestants and their coaches were installed on 
the stage in the way that the audience could see them from the side and 
not in front when they were playing. The big screen above were diffusing 
the current match as it happens while the world cup at main squares 
places of the city. However, the comfortable sofas for VIP guests made 
it more like a home TV match then the one time event.

game interface

game modes

Average game length: 12 min

Type: sports 

Community: 45 million of players

Cost: retail store [$ 39.99]

Support: computer,console,mobile

Released date: annually since 1993

Modes: single-player / multiplayer

Developer: Electronic Arts, EA Vancouver
  EA Romania, EA Bucharest
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season 7

Fortnite Battle Royale is a free-to-play battle royale online video game 
developed and published by Epic Games.16 Unlike other games of this type, 
it adapt a colorful cartoon style game, more familiar to casual games, 
then the realistic combats. This game type involves a prolonged battle 
for survival, where players locked in a limited area, forced to seek 
weapons and supplies to be the last man standing. Over specificity of 
fortnite is that players can instantly build fortifications and buildings 
right in the middle of the field. 

When the game starts, one hundred players are thrown off the balloon 
bus over a deserted island divided into several conditional zones. 
Every player landing with the same set of equipment. First minutes of 
the game players will find several types of weapons and bonuses like 
first-aid kit and shields a cross the map to start the hunt for other 
participants: for three or four minutes after the beginning of the game 
the number of surviving players is usually reduced from one hundred to 
fifty. As the game develops and the number of participants decreases, 
the card periodically «shrinks», under the fear of automatic death, 
driving players to the same playing area and pushing them not to hide 
from each other in different ends of the card. The smaller the number 
of participants, the greater the role plays one of the most original 
concepts of the game: the construction of stairs and shelters in real 
time. At the end of the game it often turns out that the opponents are 
building themselves inside the huge towers and staring at the sights, 
waiting for the compressible map will make other survivors come out of 
the norm. After death, no one makes the players helplessly wait for the 
remaining survivors to kill each other - you can switch off and start a 
new match at any time. Thus the match can last from a couple of minutes 
for those who were not lucky enough to fall in the beginning, to 20-30 
minutes for the Masters of survival.

The high number of contestants, makes it a great challenge for organisers 
to concept the main stage. Another challenge during the Fortnite events 
is a game broadcasting, how one can follow the action of hundred players 
simultaneously. One of solutions was made during the Fortnite World 
Cup17 of 2019 at Arthur Ashe Stadium : where the 2 floors main stage 
was installed in the middle, like a fortification futuring the game 
originality. In between the ceilings, spectators could see the hundred 
players all around the stage, installed like in the internet cafe, facing 
the public. Each player had an individual screen installed in front of 
his table so spectators could follow the game on it. Additionally the 
huge screens above the main stage were diffusing the main clushes in the 
game. After the match the winner would get out of the fortification to 
claim his prize and be welcome by the supporters. The lack of interaction 
between the players and the public were even more present while the 

game interface

game modes

Average game length: 10-20 min

Type: survival,battle royale,sandbox  

Community: 250 million of players

Cost: free to play

Support: computer,console,mobile

Released date: 2017

Modes: single-player / multiplayer

Fortnite fall skirmish tournament at Twitchcon18, where the contestants 
were separated from the main stage. Indeed the spectators were facing 
the stage with commentators and the big screen diffusing the game without 
any visuality on the contestants. Making it more as a couch watching 
from the home then an experience from the big eSport event. The detented 
ambience were overcome with “fat boys” placed in first ranges and a 
“DJ Marshmello” desk on the stage playing the music sets all along the 
tournament. Such a set up of the stage makes of Fortnite a bad example 
of an eSport where the game actions on the screen overcome the relation 
between spectators and the contestants.

Developer: epic games, people can fly
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16 - fortnite, en.wikipedia.org
17 - Fortnite World Cup Finals - Day 3, youtube.com
18 - Fall Skirmish Day 3 @ TwitchCon | Grand Finals, youtube.com

MAP size - I calculated how big the map was in Fortnite, 
www.reddit.com/r/FortNiteBR/comments/88ktnr/i_calculated_how_big_the_map_was_in_fortnite/
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«de dust 2»

Counter-Strike (CS) is a series of multiplayer first-person shooter 
video games developed by Valve 2000 and free-to-play since december 2018. 
Originally, the game featured many modes, such as hostage rescue, VIP 
export, escape, and even non-fire jumping and surf modes. However the 
most popular mode which became the competitive discipline is the bomb 
defusal. Set in various locations around the globe, players assume the 
roles of members of combating teams of the governmental counter-terrorist 
forces and various terrorist militants opposing them. During each round 
of gameplay, the two teams are tasked with defeating the other by the 
means of either achieving the map’s objectives or else eliminating all of 
the enemy combatants. Each player may customize their arsenal of weapons 
and accessories at the beginning of every match, with currency being 
earned after the end of each round19. Simple mechanics and an emphasis 
on realism make the game attractive for gamers and help promote eSports.
Most of the maps a square type, offering to the contestants different 
possibilities to achieve their goal. The teamwork strategies, fast 
decision makings and personal skills are defining elements for the 
victory. In competitive level, 2 teams of 5 players contesting each 
other on different maps and the winner is defined on best of 3 series. 
Every team has a coach, helping the team with crucial decisions and new 
strategies in between maps changings.  

The need for communication between team members and good internet 
connection, create a necessity for special places. So the first Minor 
tournaments were taking place in an internet cafe where teams would 
compete in LAN sessions. Nowadays with the spread of internet, these need 
has been taken away and teams can compete from their homes using special 
applications for voice calls such as Discord or TeamSpeak. The minor 
league LAN sessions still exist as “Bring Your Own Computer” challenges 
in places like Dreamhack Open in Valencia hosted in a convention center. 
The large and open space of which, allows the diffusing of multiple minor 
and major league tournaments at the same time. A major downside of this 
venue type is that the setting (furniture, stage etc.) has to be prepared 
and cleared out each time20. Also, such a player-centric tournament, take 
little consideration for the viewers 

The main stage of the events does not require specific needs. For 
instance, while the StarLadder 2019 tournament in Berlin, the stage was 
organised as an arena type with players facing each other. Two teams 
were installed behind glass boxes, isolating them from the noises of the 
audience21. Whereas the stage in Blast Pro series 2018, were more theater 
type, with every team facing the public without any visual contact with 
other team22. Every stage coming along with big screen, either above or 
behind the stage, diffusing the phenomenal play of the contestants with 
rush strategies or against the clock style of the play

game interface

game modes

Average game length: 3-7 min

Type: first-person shooter 

Community: 770 thousand of players

Cost: free to play

Support: computer,console

Released date: 2012

Modes: multiplayer

Developer: valve corporation
  hidden path entertainment
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19 - Counter-Strike (video game), en.wikipedia.org
20 - The Evolution of Esports Venues, rossetti.com
21 - [EN] AVANGAR vs Astralis, Map 1: Inferno | Grand Final | StarLadder Major Berlin 2019, youtube.com
22 - THE AFTERMOVIE | BLAST Pro Series Copenhagen 2018. youtube.com
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«hollywood»

Overwatch is a colorful first-person shooter, released in 2016 by 
Blizzard Entertainment.23 In the fantasy world of the near future, heroes, 
terrorists, mercenaries and adventurers meet in battles over crucial 
territories. It’s free-to-play and available for computers and consoles. 
The fight for the future of the planet is happening in various modes: 
capture points, escort and control. Each mode implies a certain style of 
team play. Teams consist of 6 people, each player has a unique hero, with 
his own skills and a set of weapons. The game has a total of 30 heroes 
and they are divided into 3 classes: Damage (the main attackers), Support 
(providing healing and other buffs), and Tank (shielding teammates with 
high health amounts). Anyone can choose his hero according to his play 
style. However in competitive gaming each team is consisting with 2 tank, 
2 supports and 2 damage dealers.
Along the tournament the teams will compete on 2 control map, played on a 
best-of-three rounds and one map for every over modes. Maps are chosen at 
the beginning of every tournament so the teams can prepare their lineup 
and their strategies for the game. The team that won the most games wins 
the match. Hollywood is one of twelve maps of the game, it can be played 
on two modes: capture points and escort. The attention of both teams is 
focused on the limousine of a famous director named HAL-FRED Glitchbot24: 
the attacking team must first meet his car at point A and then escort it 
to point B, while the defending team must prevent it. The style of the 
gameplay and the objectives in Overwatch makes the maps more extended, 
compared to counter-strike maps which are more concentric and mostly 
square type.

The main Overwatch matches are held in Blizzard Arena.  It is a redesigned 
50,000 square studio, serves as an example of a home venue and is intended 
to give a more organized look compared to other tournaments and to better 
connect players with their fans.The main stage is 450 seats auditorium 
with setup for overwatch gameplay. Two teams are hiding behind 2 giant 
tables facing the public and a dozen meters away. Behind and above them 
huge screens translating the game. The main analysis desk is located in 
front of the stage near the seats and allows online viewers to have a look 
on the teams. Behind the scene : another sound stage for for announcers 
and commentators, green-screen studio for more detailed commentary and 
analysis with live statistics from on-going match, control room, server 
room, teams preparation rooms, makeups, blizzard offices, fan zones and 
even more25. It is a full functional, autonomic facility for gaming which 
already hosted 52 big events26. 

Although, Blizzard geared up an extreme eSport venue, they decided to 
enter a new home-and-away format next year. Where every team will host 
a series of matches in their respective cities. While Blizzard will 
handle the broadcasting responsibilities, the teams will be selecting 

game interface

game modes

Average game length: 10-20 min

Type: first-person shooter

Community: 40 million of players

Cost: retail store [$ 19.99]

Support: computer, console

Released date: 2016

Modes: multiplayer

and operating the venues themselves. Some of the teams such as the 
Dallas Fuel are already hosted eight matches at the Allen Event Center, 
the Los Angeles Valiant hosted the final at “the NOVO”27. Additionally 
to that, there are projects for dedicated eSport arenas such as Fusion 
Arena in Philadelphia. It is a next-generation esports and entertainment 
venue with 3,500 seats as a première destination for competitive gaming 
events. The arena itself is a square plan, with main stage cutting an 
angle facing the seats as it is in the theaters. The training facility 
in particular separates the Fusion from the pack, offering an unrivaled 
experience and development opportunities for players28.

Developer: Blizzard Entertainment
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23 - Overwatch, en.wikipedia.com
24 - Hal-Fred Glitchbot, overwatch.fandom.com
25 - I played Overwatch on stage at Blizzard Arena, LA’s amazing new e-sports stadium, cnet.com
26 - Blizzard explains how home and away games will work in the Overwatch League, theverge.com

27 - Column: L.A. adds another rivalry, this time in the esports arena with the Gladiators and Valiant, latimes.com
28 - Fusion Arna , https://fusionarenaphilly.com/
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«summoners rift»

League of Legends is currently the most popular MOBA game of the type. 
Like other representatives of the genre, LoL combines elements of real-
time strategy and role-playing. The game is distributed on a free-to-play 
model, but there are in-game purchases, which are not mandatory. Players 
compete on a mirror map with three lanes and a neutral zone (jungle). 
The location of players on the map depends on the strategy of the team, 
but in most cases two players go to the bottom lane, two to the top 
and center, the last player goes to the jungle. The main goal of the 
game is to destroy the opponent’s base - Nexus (structure). Going for 
this objective, players will encounter resistance from the enemy team 
and defensive structures. The forces of each team consist of heroes and 
minions. Minions are the soldiers managed by the system and generated 
squad every 30 seconds. Heroes are ingame characters with unique features 
and abilities and are  managed by players. In total, there are 147 unique 
characters in the game at the beginning of 2019. At the beginning of 
every game, players have a starting set of gold and a starting level. 
To destroy an enemy Nexus, players must raise the level of the hero by 
killing other players and minions, acquire artifacts and expendable items 
that enhance the champions’ abilities29. In the course of the game teams 
will meet each other and give battle on which the outcome of the game may 
depend. Such battles are considered to be the most spectacular during the 
match, they make the audience freeze with excitement during such clashes 
and shout furiously afterwards.

In January 2019, surrounded by skyscrapers in downtown Seoul, Riot Games 
opened an exclusive arena to host various major eSports events. «LOL 
Park”30 is not only the place for an already familiar game audience, 
but also for new people wishing to learn more about the game and its 
content. Newcomers can play the game in the Internet cafe Riot PC for 
100 places, have a snack in the spectacular Bilgewater Café is made in 
the style of the game and make a tour in a huge exhibition area where 
you can have a look at various statues from the game, buy figures of 
characters and see the uniforms of the different teams of the Korean 
League of Legends Champions (LCK)  to get more familiar with the game 
and its events. However the most important part of the facility is 
the match area. Circular open arena with 500 seats will not leave any 
spectators indifferent. Teams are facing each other in the center, a few 
steps away from the audience, allowing each viewer to watch the game 
through the players’ screens and even see their reaction in different 
game situations. Huge screen with full image quality covering different 
angles above the stage, also allows the audience to watch the game from 
any corner. On the edge of the stage there is a box specially made for the 
coaching staff, it is clearly visible to the audience and adds another 
life experience. After the game players go to the designated place for an 
interview, where each fan can congratulate his idol, ask questions and 

game interface

game modes

Average game length: 35 min

Type: Multiplayer Online Battle Arena

Community: 67 million of players

Cost: free to play

Support: computer

Released date: 2009

Modes: multiplayer

share their feelings about the game. There are comfortable waiting rooms 
for players to relax and share the strategy  behind the stage area for 
the public. Also rooms for staff, for commentators, makeup artists and 
technical rooms with a server and control room. All matches in LOL Park 
are broadcast online with high quality broadcasting31. 

Every year, the number of such arenas is growing, as more and more 
companies are interested in investment of eSport. For example, the 
Chinese RNG team has opened their home venue in Beijing32. The players of 
the RNG team come there to train and organize online matches with other 
teams from other countries. In that case the opponent’s side of the stage 
is empty and everything is happening on the screen.

Developer: riot games
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29 - League of Legends, en.wikipedia.com
30 - A Look Inside Riot Games’ LoL Park: The Future of LCK League of Legends Esports in South Korea,
akshonesports.com
31 - Riot Games Reveals New LCK Esports Stadium, ‘LoL PARK’!, invenglobal.com

32 - [LPL Journey] A Tour of RNG’s Home Venue: LPL Marks an Important Milestone In the Development of Esports,
invenglobal.com

MAP size - The size of the map in League of Legends, 
www.reddit.com/r/theydidthemath/comments/29nlg2/the_size_of_the_map_in_league_of_legends/
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33,34 - [LPL Journey] A Tour of RNG’s Home Venue: LPL Marks an Important Milestone In the Development of Esports,
invenglobal.com

The present Atlas allows us to distinguish between three types of locations each with 
different integration within the city. Regardless of the type of game hosted, these events 
can be held in facilities situated out of town in the suburbs which is more common for 
big existing sport locations such as the Anaheim Convention Center in USA or Royale Arena 
of Copenhagen. Despite the fact that they are not integrated in the city, these types 
of venues are very useful because of their infrastructure, however they might lack easy 
access. Additionally, only the big final events of the Premier League are capable to fill  
the entire capacity of large stadiums,  making lower level events largely unprofitable. 
There are eSport sites situated in the city with either a bad integration or without a 
suffisant visibility, such as FreecUp Studio in Seoul or LoL Park in Beijing. Indeed, 
it is hard to recognize, while walking down the street, whether it is a specific eSport 
venue or   just another internet cafe. Such venues have smaller sitting capacities and 
lower quality hi-tech equipment for providing quality broadcasting for online viewers and 
television diffusion. The relation between the fans and the players is also taken into 
consideration, providing commercial services, including activities for different kinds 
of customers.
Venues of the last type are the most suitable for the eSport and have to be considered 
for further development of this discipline. An example of such a venue is an RNG home 
venue or Fusion arena which is planned to open in 2021.  It is striking that this massive 
RNG arena, in Beijing, China is being built solely for the RNG’s League of Legends 
eSports team. It is surrounded by restaurants and buildings hosting many different kinds 
of recreational activities. The venue is also highly accessible to the fans via public 
transportation, as it is placed at a sports plaza, less than one kilometer away from 
the Wukesong train station33. As in the other exclusively eSport arenas, a particular 
attention is given to bring the team to the supporters, for instance life-sized, printed 
cardboard figures of every team player, the souvenir shop, the trophy exhibition, cafe 
and the open interview area. “At the end of the day, our team was thoroughly impressed 
with the design and the overall structure of the venue, inside and out - all the elements 
that make an esports viewing experience great were present at the location...The energy 
that the fans brought into the stadium was overwhelming, with every single seat at the 
arena purchased and occupied”34.
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All, among three types of tournaments, are crucial for eSport development. The 
decentralised nature of online tournaments allows new players to come up on professional 
scene. The lack of relation with spectators and players from higher leagues can be reached 
through concentric LAN sessions in dedicated to eSport facilities or through competitive 
events organised in places such as Gfinity Esports in London, where new players can 
exchange their game experience, follow conferences and have feedback on their plays. 
Conversely to the need of minor league to be more concentric, the major league should 
take profit from the existing infrastructure of solely dedicated to eSports venues and 
develop its potential through online events. In such a scenario, eSport can participate 
and give its part to ecological problem of the planet, the teams can benefit from their 
home venues and the supporters can easily attend the event without any displacement. 
Finally the pursuit for the big existing stadium of premier leagues events should be more 
preconscious. Indeed, the stadium are well adapted to the needs of the esport and can 
offer a variety of different stage arrangements, such as arena type, angle type or square 
type. On the other hand their size and traditional bowl configuration limits the number 
of practicable seats, since they have been designed to experience the event from the top 
down. As senior designer at HOK, Carlos de la Barrera said : “However, for esports, this 
traditional approach to bowl design places the action above the eye level of spectators 
as they peer up at a center hung video board, making it a less than ideal experience. In 
addition, esports fans experience an event different, celebrating not goals or points 
scored as in traditional sports, but the art of certain moves and plays within the game.»35 
Another architect bureau, developed a model of a smaller stadium with more scalable 
solution, where the bowl is inverted and upper seats located closer to the stage and to 
the players36, making it look more like Shakespeare’s Globe theater37.
35 - Designing The Esports Venue Of The Future, forbes.com
36 - The Evolution of Esports Venues, rossetti.com
37 - Globe Theatre, en.wikipedia.org
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TECHNICAL NEEDS / NEW TECHNOLOGIES

While designing the specific place for eSport contests it is crucial to 
consider the service and technical parts.  What is happening behind the 
scenes? When the first computers with basic commands were the size of 
an average apartment, first digital computer ENIAC occupied about 167 
square meters and weighed almost 50 tons. Today such a place can host 
a minor eSport event where professional gaming equipment has humble 
dimensions of a tiny room. However the space for hardware is not the 
sole need for cyber game events and modern game tournaments simply 
cannot happen without high speed internet which allows the top player 
performance and provides fluent broadcasting for online viewers. Live 
Premier League tournaments such as Worlds finals require even greater 
network capacity than regular events. Not only space matters, to service 
the necessary needs of eSports, the electricity alimentation of every 
source is of crucial importance. Therefore, despite the fact that such 
highly performing infrastructure can be built at almost any venue, with 
only limitation being time and money invested, it is essential to ensure 
the best location of a server room so it can spread its wired network 
evenly and adequately.

Broadcasting equally needs to be considered. While it is common for video 
games to be designed with the in-game experience of the player being 
the only priority, many game developers have added observing features 
dedicated specifically to the viewers. This can range from simply 
allowing players to watch the game unfold from the rival viewpoint, to 
a highly modified interface that gives spectators access to information 
even the players may not have. All of these in-game features are treated 
and selected by experts in control rooms and then diffused on screens. 
On-sight equipment had a significant upgrade recently, as Riot game 
engineers affirm : “With detailed 360-degree venue maps, which are 
created months in advance, teams can now simply request any number of 
robotic cameras around the venue to better understand the available 
camera shots and angles. The broadcast team can then design and execute 
remote transmission,operation and painting of the robotic camera feeds 
to, let’s say, a studio in Brazil at the same time as a studio in China”39. 
These and other solutions allow to manipulate all of the broadcasting 
equipment from today’s iteration consisting of about 10 high density 
video, audio, encoding and network racks in one on-site engineering 
room40.
38,39,40 - ENGINEERING ESPORTS: THE TECH THAT POWERS WORLDS, technology.riotgames.com/
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The rise of new technologies opens endless possibilities to enhance both 
the players performance and the viewer experience, while concepting an 
eSport site. For instance, a popular MOBA type game DOTA 2 now has a 
Virtual Reality spectator mode, offering a unique fan experience where 
it is possible to either watch live matches, replays, and streams in 
VR Theater or jump into the game world itself to view the action life-
sized41. A similar technology has been developed by Oculus for traditional 
sporting events, where the viewer can follow the live events in Virtual 
Reality and switch between the camera positions from their living room42. 
Judging on this, it is possible to expect that one day the VR technology 
will allow viewers worldwide to follow live sporting events with the same 
or even better viewer experience quality without physical attendance. 
One more technological breakthrough  is the augmented reality during 
the opening ceremonies. For instance, at the Final’s opening ceremony 
of League of Legends in Beijing’s Bird’s Nest Stadium, the fans were 
stunned when they saw an enormous AR rendered Dragon making a tour of 
the stadium with the outrageous “Roar” to celebrate the beginning of the 
game43. Although the dragon was to be seen only on the screens of the 
stadium or on streaming, it is not hard to imagine that one day viewers  
would have to download the rendered animation viewer on their phones to 
get the same event experience. 
A potential solution to bring the viewer closer to the game was proposed 
by engineering company HOK, which designed large, movable, petal-shaped 
screens that can be used for lighting and effects as well as content 
displays. These enormous surfaces hang above the seating bowl, doubling 
as ‘team screens’ and giving spectators a feeling of being at the centre 
of the action44.
Finally,  on April 15th, 2012 during the Coachella Valley Music and Arts 
Festival the crowd of eighty thousand people could see as a final act 
of the night an unexpected performance of the legendary Tupac Shakur. A 
computer-generated life size model was performing his posthumous 1998 
single “Hail Mary” and 1996 hit collaboration with Snoop Dog, “2 of 
Amerikaz Most Wanted”45. In 2018, a League of Legends LPL final featured 
a life sized summoner rift map. During the finals match, an augmented 
reality overlay was placed over the map giving a look into player 
positioning and vital statistics46.  I believe that in the near future, 
the live experience of eSport events will shift from looking at the 
screen to a computer modeled “live presence” much like in the ancient 
times when the crowds cheered the gladiators fighting in the Colosseum. 
Only in our technological age it is not real blood that spills, but only 
a display which goes dark after a fatal attack. 
41 - DOTA VR HUB FAQ, dota2.com
42 - FOX Sports VR, oculus.com
43 - Realitys AR graphic rendered dragon crashed the stage at the lol finals opening ceremony, zerodensity.tv
44 - The Future of Esports as a Stadium Sport, digitalsport.co

46 - The strange legacy of Tupac’s ‘hologram’ lives on five years after its historic Coachella debut, theundefeated.com
42 - League Of Legends LPL Final Featured A Life-Sized Summoner Rift Map, exp.gg
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FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
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The emergence of eSports in the vast masses, is a young phenomenon 
which has yet to be the subject of a lot of experiments. But the 
already existing numerous groups and leagues, just beginning to fill 
everything from small theaters to large arenas, give the right vector 
in its development and this includes not only the scene itself but the 
entire content of the arena. The rapid development of electronic sports 
is also accompanied by countless games and genres, some of which are 
just beginning to have popularity and others losing it. Thus, each 
novelty on the market is unique and requires an individual approach from 
the organizers. The attempts for unique experiments of the event, by 
combining the esport with festival-like activities such as cos plays, 
large concourses for fans or high-speed internet cafe in order to create 
more content than just watching a match in the existing facilities is no 
more sufficient and it’s time for architecture to step up and explore 
what will be next solely dedicated esport venue and how it can better 
serve the spectators and the players. 

After careful analysis of already existing venues, I came to a conclusion 
that further development of the eSport sites should take a move towards a 
concentric, modulable edifice that could serve as a home base for multiple 
game communities and is able to host any type of tournaments. A circular 
form of the venue is organised by layers. The inside layer can, if needed, 
be  divided into several sectors and can host different major events 
simultaneously, with the benefit of angled type stage organisation. As 
it was previously demonstrated, such spatial organisation can hold more 
spectators without any view limitations. The seating capacity depends 
on the size of the sector plot, although my suggestion would be 2000 
seats for the Major League matches. At the Premier League events, the 
portable divider walls between the sectors can be taken off, uniting all 
sectors into an arena with a hosting  capacity of up to 10000 seats. 
The multi-storey tribunes reminiscent of the Shakespearean Globe  are 
also an attractive option for the increase of the seating capacity, 
however this solution makes the initial construction of the building more 
complicated. The external layers are dedicated to the Minor League events 
and commercial services. such as catering, sanitary units, fan stores 
and other activities. In my opinion, generally the eSport venues should 
aim to have their own unique visual identity, instantly recognisable by 
the people who see the building from the outside. In addition,  to take 
a good lesson from the design and space organisation of the traditional 
sport venues, it is essential to allocate sufficient outside space for 
crowd gathering before and after the events.
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